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Abstract
This study explores the physical mechanisms by which the duration of strong ground motion influences structural response.
While a number of previous studies have found that ground motion duration influences only cumulative damage indices, and
not peak structural deformations, a few recent studies that employed realistic, deteriorating structural models were able to
demonstrate the effect of duration on peak deformations and structural collapse capacity. These recent studies were, however,
empirical in nature and did not fully explore the reasons behind the observed effects of duration. Many of the previous studies
qualitatively attributed the effects to the cyclic deterioration of strength and stiffness of the structural components, which
represents just one mechanism by which duration exerts its influence. In contrast, the present study shows that the gradual
ratcheting of drifts, accentuated by the destabilizing P− ∆ effect, is an equally important mechanism by which duration
influences structural response. The relative contributions of the two mechanisms—cyclic deterioration and ratcheting—to
the observed influence of duration on the collapse capacity of a five-story steel moment frame building, are quantified by
conducting incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) using spectrally equivalent sets of long and short duration ground motions.
The use of spectrally equivalent ground motions allows controlling for the effect of response spectral shape. A response
parameter called the ratcheting interval is defined and used to explain the larger potential for a long duration ground motion to
cause structural collapse, when compared to a spectrally equivalent short duration ground motion scaled to the same intensity
level. These findings shed light on the interaction between structural model characteristics and the observed influence of
ground motion duration on structural response. In addition, they highlight the importance of using models that capture both
cyclic deterioration and the P−∆ effect to reliably account for the effect of ground motion duration when assessing structural
collapse risk.
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1. Introduction
A number of past and recent research efforts have focused on analyzing the influence of ground motion duration on
structural response [1]. As expected, many of them found duration to be strongly correlated to cumulative damage
metrics like total dissipated hysteretic energy and accumulated plastic strain. Since a number of these studies
employed simplistic, non-deteriorating structural models, however, they did not observe any effect of duration on
peak structural deformations [e.g., 2–10]. In light of these findings, and the prevalent use of acceptance criteria for
structural design and assessment based on peak structural deformations, ground motion duration is not explicitly
considered in current structural design and assessment standards [e.g., 11–13].
Recent studies by the authors and others, using more realistic structural models that simulate structural
behavior at large nonlinear deformations more accurately, have, however, demonstrated that duration does influ-
ence peak structural deformations [e.g., 7, 14]. This effect of duration was observed at ground motion intensities
large enough to produce significant inelastic deformations, thereby manifesting itself as a reduction in the collapse
capacity of a structure when analyzed under long duration ground motions. These observations are, however, em-
pirical in nature, and do not examine the physical mechanisms underlying the observed effect of duration. While
most studies qualitatively attribute the effect of duration to the deterioration in strength and stiffness of structural
components under cyclic loading [e.g., 3, 14–16], few have examined the contributions of other mechanisms or
attempted to quantify their relative contributions.
The objective of this study is to obtain a deeper understanding of the reasons underlying the observed
influence of ground motion duration on structural collapse capacity, i.e., the physical mechanisms that enable long
duration ground motions to cause structural collapse at lower intensity levels than short duration ground motions.
While structural deterioration is definitely expected to be an important factor, the gradual ratcheting of drifts,
exacerbated by the destabilizing P−∆ effect of gravity loads [17], has also been observed to play a significant
role. The potential of the P−∆ effect to amplify deformations and induce dynamic instability has been previously
highlighted by a number of studies, notably [18–20]. Studies like [1, 14, 18, 21, 22, p. 2-34, 23, p. 98] have further
suggested that the impact of the P−∆ effect may be more pronounced under long duration ground motions. The
actual mechanism by which long duration ground motions induce structural collapse by ratcheting has, however,
not yet been investigated. This study quantifies the relative contributions of deterioration and ratcheting to the
sensitivity of a ductile five-story steel moment frame building to ground motion duration. The effect of duration
on the collapse capacity of the structure is quantified using sets of spectrally equivalent long and short duration
ground motions, which help control for the effect of response spectral shape [14]. The relative contribution of each
physical mechanism is evaluated by analyzing a series of different permutations of the original structural model. A
response parameter called the ratcheting interval, computed from a smoothed story drift ratio (SDR) time history,
is introduced and employed to explain the larger potential for a long duration ground motion to cause structural
collapse by ratcheting, when compared to a spectrally equivalent short duration ground motion scaled to the same
intensity level.
2. Steel moment frame model
A ductile five-story steel moment frame building located in San Francisco, and previously analyzed in [14, 24], was
chosen to demonstrate the contributions of the deterioration and ratcheting mechanisms to the observed effect of
duration on structural collapse capacity. The frame was designed with strong columns and relatively weak beams
with reduced beam section (RBS) hinges, as illustrated in Figure 1. The large strong-column-weak-beam ratio
ensures sufficient engagement of all stories under earthquake excitation, without forming any story mechanisms,
i.e., without any localization of plastic deformation at only a few stories. Consequently, structural collapse always
occurs in the same sidesway collapse mechanism involving all stories, irrespective of whether it is caused by a
short or long duration ground motion. Controlling the collapse mechanism in this manner helped prevent any
differences in the collapse mechanism when analyzing the structure under long and short duration ground motions,
from confounding the results. Results obtained using this structure are also expected to be representative of other
modern, code-conforming structures.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the numerical model of the five-story steel special moment frame building.
A two-dimensional centerline model of the structure was created and analyzed using OpenSees rev. 5184
[25]. A schematic of this model is illustrated in Figure 1. Each story of the structure is 3.96 m tall, and each bay
is 8.84 m wide. The beams and columns were modeled using linear elastic elements, with all the inelastic defor-
mation concentrated in zero-length plastic hinges located at the RBS hinges on each beam, and at the ends of each
column. The hysteretic behavior of the plastic hinges was modeled using the bilinear Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler
hysteretic model [26], modified as per the recommendations of Lignos and Krawinkler [27]. This model incor-
porates (i) a post-capping negative stiffness branch of the backbone curve to capture in-cycle deterioration; and
(ii) an algorithm to cyclically deteriorate both strength and stiffness based on the cumulative hysteretic energy
dissipated. The parameters of the model were computed using the equations proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler
[28]. The hysteretic shear behavior of the finite panel zones was modeled using a trilinear backbone curve, whose
parameters were computed using the equations described in FEMA [29]. Geometric nonlinearity was modeled
using a small-displacement, linear P−∆ formulation, and the contribution of the adjacent gravity frame to the
destabilizing P−∆ effect was captured using a pin-connected leaning column. A linear viscous damping ratio of
2 % of critical was assigned to the linear elastic elements only, as recommended by Charney [30]. The elastic fun-
damental period of the structure is 1.64 s. All response history analyses of the structure were carried out using the
explicit central difference time integration scheme, since it was found to be more robust and efficient than implicit
time integration schemes, which sometimes failed to converge [31, Chapter 7].
3. Spectrally equivalent long and short duration record sets
This study employs 5–75 % significant duration (Ds5−75) [32] to quantify the duration of strong shaking contained




lated, where a(t) represents the ground acceleration at time t, and tmax represents the length of the accelerogram.
Ds5−75 was shown to be better suited than other duration metrics to guide the selection of ground motions for
structural collapse capacity estimation, in a previous study by the authors [14]. Ds5−95, another commonly em-
ployed definition of significant duration, which was shown in [14] to perform equivalent to Ds5−75, was not used
in this study.
The FEMA P695 [33] far-field record set consists of 22 orthogonal pairs of horizontal ground motions (44
individual components) recorded from shallow crustal earthquakes. Since all 44 records in this set are of relatively
short duration (with Ds5−75 < 25s), it will henceforth be referred to as the short duration set. Corresponding to each
individual ground motion in the short duration set, a companion long duration ground motion (with Ds5−75 > 25s)
with a closely matching response spectral shape was selected to form a spectrally equivalent long duration set.
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These long duration ground motions were selected from a database consisting of more than 4000 ground motions
recorded from large magnitude earthquakes like 2010 Maule (Chile), 2011 Tohoku (Japan), and 2008 Wenchuan
(China). A procedure similar to the one described in Chandramohan et al. [14] was followed to find the long
duration record from the database with the closest matching response spectral shape. An upper limit of 5.0 was
imposed on the factor by which a long duration record could be scaled in the matching procedure, to avoid scaling
low intensity records by inordinately large factors. The response spectra and acceleration time histories of one of
the spectrally equivalent long and short duration record pairs are plotted in Figure 2; histograms of the durations
of the ground motions in the two sets are plotted in Figure 3. Since the records in the two sets are selected to have
equivalent response spectra, it is assumed that any observed differences in the response of a structure analyzed
using them can be attributed to the difference in their durations. It was shown in Chandramohan et al. [14] that
this record selection procedure does not introduce any significant biases with respect to other ground motion
characteristics that may influence structural response.












































Figure 2: Comparison of the (a) response spectra and acceleration time histories of the (b) short and (c) long duration ground
motions constituting one of the 44 spectrally equivalent record pairs. The short duration ground motion is from the 1979
Imperial Valley (USA) earthquake, recorded at the El Centro Array #11 station, and has a Ds5−75 of 5 s. The long duration
ground motion is from the 2011 Tohoku (Japan) earthquake, recorded at the Nagawa (AOMH17) station, scaled by a factor of
2.76, and has a Ds5−75 of 53 s.
4. Relative contributions of cyclic deterioration and the P − ∆ effect to the observed influ-
ence of duration
The long and short duration record sets were each used to estimate the median collapse capacity of the steel moment
frame building by conducting incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [34]. This entails incrementally scaling each
ground motion to higher intensity levels until it causes structural collapse, which is indicated by the unbounded
increase in the story drift ratio (SDR) at any story above a threshold of 0.10. The lowest Sa(1.64s) value that a
ground motion needs to be scaled to, to cause structural collapse, is called its collapse intensity; where Sa(1.64s)
represents the 5 % damped pseudo spectral acceleration at the elastic fundamental period of the structure. The
median collapse capacity of the structure is then estimated as the geometric mean of the collapse intensities of
all the ground motions in a set, assuming the structural collapse capacity follows a lognormal distribution. The
median collapse capacity of the structure was estimated as 0.98 g using the short duration set and 0.71 g using
the long duration set. The lower median collapse capacity estimated the long duration records implies that they
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Figure 3: Histograms of the 5–75 % significant durations (Ds5−75) of the ground motions in the spectrally equivalent long
and short duration record sets.
are inherently more damaging than the short duration records. Since the two sets are spectrally equivalent, the
28 % difference in estimated median collapse capacity is a measure of the influence of ground motion duration on
structural collapse capacity.
The characteristics of the structural model that enabled the effect of duration to be observed were identified
by repeating the analysis using various permutations of the structural model. To assess the contribution of cyclic
deterioration to the observed effect of duration, a modified version of the structural model, with the cyclic dete-
rioration of the strength and stiffness of all the plastic hinges disabled, was re-analyzed. The effect of duration
on structural collapse capacity in these analyses was reduced to 18 % from the original 28 %. This residual effect
of duration alludes to the existence of mechanisms other than cyclic deterioration by which duration influences
structural response. The contribution of the P−∆ effect was investigated next by repeating the analysis using a
version of the structural model with cyclic deterioration enabled, but the P−∆ effect disabled. The influence of
duration on structural collapse capacity was computed to be 17 % in this case, which is nearly equal to the value
obtained when only cyclic deterioration was disabled, implying that both cyclic deterioration and the P−∆ effect
contribute nearly equally to the observed influence of duration on the steel moment frame building. Finally, when
both cyclic deterioration and the P−∆ effect are disabled, the effect of duration is reduced to −1 %, which is very
close to zero. This implies that cyclic deterioration and the P−∆ effect are the two major contributors to the
observed effect of duration, and that both their contributions are equally significant. Ignoring either of the two
characteristics when modeling a structure could, therefore, result in inaccurate structural collapse risk estimates. It
is worth noting that for the analyses conducted on structural models with the P−∆ effect disabled, the IDA curves
do not become completely horizontal, i.e., collapse by dynamic instability is not simulated at or below a peak SDR
of 0.10. Nonetheless, the collapse peak SDR threshold of 0.10 is still enforced to maintain consistency with the
other cases. The median collapse capacities computed using each record set for all four structural model permu-
tations discussed above, are summarized in Table 1. The reason why the deterioration in component strength and
stiffness over subsequent inelastic cycles could enable longer duration ground motions to cause structural collapse
when scaled to lower intensities, is fairly obvious. The reason why modeling the P−∆ effect should produce a
similar result is, however, not as intuitive. It is hypothesized that the P−∆ effect enables long duration ground
motions to cause structural collapse by ratcheting; this hypothesis is examined in the following section.
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Table 1: Summary of the median collapse capacities of the steel moment frame building estimated using the two spectrally
equivalent record sets for all considered structural model permutations. The effect of duration is computed for each case as the
percentage decrease in the median collapse capacity estimated using the long duration set, with respect to the short duration
set.
Structural model incorporates Median collapse capacity estimated using Percentage decrease in
median collapse capacityDeterioration P−∆ effect Short duration set (g) Long duration set (g)
3 3 0.98 0.71 28
3 1.02 0.84 18
3 1.15 0.95 17
1.23 1.24 −1
5. Effect of duration explained by the ratcheting collapse mechanism
Ratcheting is a mode of sidesway collapse observed in ductile structures, whereby an initial inelastic excursion
in one direction, concentrated in one or more stories, produces amplified P−∆ moments in that direction. These
P−∆ moments encourage further inelastic deformation to occur in the same direction under continued ground
excitation, thereby producing even larger P−∆ moments, which finally lead to dynamic instability and sidesway
collapse. Structural collapse by ratcheting can, therefore, be broadly viewed as a two-stage process: (i) the creation
of an initial inelastic excursion, whose magnitude is primarily a function of the ground motion intensity; and
(ii) the subsequent gradual amplification of drifts due to the P−∆ moments, which is primarily a function of
the duration of strong shaking following the initial excursion. Short duration ground motions cause structural
collapse at relatively large ground motion intensities since they rely on large initial inelastic excursions to cause
dynamic instability. Long duration ground motions, on the other hand, are able to cause structural collapse at
lower ground motion intensities since the smaller initial inelastic excursions produced at these lower intensities are
gradually amplified by ratcheting until the eventual onset of dynamic instability later in the time series. A response
parameter called the ratcheting interval is defined below and used to illustrate this phenomenon.
The ratcheting interval is computed from the SDR time history at the story where the collapse threshold is
first exceeded. Hence, it is computable only when the ground motion is scaled at or above its collapse intensity.
The SDR time history is first smoothed using the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) [35] technique
as demonstrated in Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c. The ratcheting interval is then computed as the time elapsed from the
last point where the smoothed SDR time history exceeds a threshold of 0.01 until the first point where the actual
SDR time history exceeds the collapse threshold of 0.10. It is an approximate measure of the time interval over
which drifts are amplified by ratcheting before sidesway collapse due to dynamic instability occurs. Smoothed
and thresholded SDR time histories computed from all the long and short duration ground motions, scaled to their
respective collapse intensities, are plotted in Figure 5a. Histograms of the ratcheting intervals computed from these
smoothed time histories are plotted in Figure 5b. The long duration ground motions are observed to exhibit longer
ratcheting intervals (median of 22 s) on average, when compared to the short duration ground motions (median of
8 s), implying that the ratcheting collapse mode is more dominant under the long duration ground motions when
they are each scaled to their respective collapse intensities. It is worth noting that the ground motion collapse
intensities were estimated to a precision of 0.01 g when conducting IDA, and longer ratcheting intervals may have
been computed for some ground motions if their collapse intensities were estimated to a finer precision. This is
not, however, expected to significantly influence the obtained results.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, when the long duration ground motions are scaled above their respective col-
lapse intensities, the ratcheting intervals they produce tend to decrease. Therefore, as they are incrementally scaled
above their collapse intensities, the mode of collapse they trigger transitions closer to what was observed under the
short duration ground motions. The decreasing trend in the median ratcheting intervals produced by the long and
short duration records as they are scaled above their collapse intensities, is evident from Figure 6. The reason why
the median ratcheting interval produced by the long duration records oscillates and saturates beyond a geometric
mean Sa(1.64s) of about 1.00 g, is discussed later. The median was chosen over the geometric mean to summarize
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(a) : Sa(1.64s) = 0.61g
Ratcheting interval = 13s
Figure 4: Smoothed time histories of the SDR at the fifth story, under the long duration ground motion from the 2011 Tohoku
(Japan) earthquake, recorded at the Nagawa (AOMH17) station, scaled to (c) its collapse intensity level: Sa(1.64s) = 0.53g,
and two higher intensity levels: (b) 0.57 g and (a) 0.61 g. The parts of the smoothed SDR time histories used to compute the
ratcheting interval are plotted in red. The original accelerogram, scaled by a factor of 2.76 (the scale factor used during record
selection), is plotted in (d).
the ratcheting intervals, since it is not affected in instances when ground motions produce a ratcheting interval
of 0 s. Ground motions that did not cause structural collapse when scaled to certain intensity levels above their
collapse intensities, by a phenomenon called resurrection [34], were excluded from the computation of the median
ratcheting interval at that intensity level. When the long duration records are scaled such that their geometric mean
Sa(1.64s) value is close to 0.98 g: the geometric mean collapse intensity of the short duration records, they produce
a median ratcheting interval almost equal to that produced by the short duration records scaled to their respective
collapse intensities. In other words, at this intensity level, both long and short duration ground motions trigger
similar modes of collapse. Therefore, as the long duration records are scaled above their collapse intensities, the
initial inelastic excursions they produce become large enough to cause structural collapse due to dynamic instabil-
ity earlier in the time series, in a manner similar to the short duration ground motions. The remaining duration of
strong shaking contained in the long duration accelerograms represents their unused, redundant potential to cause
structural collapse by ratcheting. This helps explain why a long duration ground motion is more likely to cause
structural collapse than a short duration ground motion with a similar response spectral shape, scaled to the same
intensity level, as observed previously in [14, 36].
The reason why the median ratcheting interval produced by the long duration ground motions oscillates
and saturates beyond a geometric mean Sa(1.64s) of about 1.00 g, is demonstrated using a representative long
duration ground motion in Figure 7. The expected decrease in ratcheting interval is observed as it is scaled from
its collapse intensity of Sa(1.64s) = 0.76g to 0.96 g. When scaled up to 1.18 g though, the ratcheting interval
increases since an earlier inelastic excursion has now grown large enough to initiate the ratcheting of drifts until
eventual collapse. This phenomenon is responsible for the oscillations in the median ratcheting interval produced
by the long duration ground motions, observed in Figure 6. As the ground motion is scaled up to 1.52 g, which
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Figure 5: (a) Smoothed SDR time histories at the controlling story under all ground motion from the two sets scaled to their
respective collapse intensities, plotted from the last point the smoothed time history exceeds a threshold of 0.01, until the
first point the actual SDR time history exceeds the collapse threshold of 0.10; and (b) histograms of the ratcheting intervals
computed from these smoothed and thresholded SDR time histories.
is twice the collapse intensity level, the ratcheting interval decreases again, as expected. The ratcheting interval
does not decrease much below 18 s as it is scaled further above 1.52 g, however, because of the unique nature of
the initial portion of the long duration accelerogram, depicted in Figure 7e. The gradual ramp in the amplitude of
successive ground acceleration cycles over a duration of about 20 s ensures that the smaller initial cycles are not
capable of producing inelastic excursions large enough to initiate ratcheting. This is the reason why the median
ratcheting interval of the long duration ground motions saturate at around 10 s, and do not approach 0 s like the
short duration ground motions.
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Figure 6: The median ratcheting intervals produced by the long and short duration records are plotted against their respective
geometric mean collapse intensities as stars. The median ratcheting intervals produced by the records in both sets as they are
incrementally scaled above their collapse intensities, are plotted as circles.
6. Conclusion
The cyclic deterioration in strength and stiffness of structural components and the ratcheting of drifts due to the
P−∆ effect were shown to be the two major mechanisms by which ground motion duration exerts an influence on
the collapse capacity of a ductile five-story steel moment frame building. The relative contributions of these two
mechanisms to the total observed effect of duration were quantified by conducting incremental dynamic analysis
on several permutations of a numerical model of the steel moment frame building, using spectrally equivalent long
and short duration record sets. These record sets allowed assessing the influence of duration on structural collapse
capacity while controlling for the effect of response spectral shape. The analysis revealed that both mechanisms
contributed almost equally to the observed effect of duration. A response parameter called the ratcheting interval
was defined and used to describe how the gradual ratcheting of drifts due to P−∆ moments can enable a long
duration ground motion to cause structural collapse when scaled to a lower intensity level, compared to a short
duration ground motion with a similar response spectral shape.
These findings highlight the importance of using structural models that incorporate both cyclic deterioration
and the P−∆ effect, in conjunction with ground motions of durations that closely represent the seismic hazard at
the site, to accurately estimate structural collapse risk. While modeling the P−∆ effect is relatively straightfor-
ward and fairly commonplace, accounting for cyclic deterioration poses a few additional challenges. The modified
Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler hysteretic model employed in this study adopts a phenomenological approach to mod-
eling the strength and stiffness deterioration of structural components. For the analyzed steel moment frame, this
entails simulating a number of deterioration modes like local flange and web buckling, lateral-torsional buckling,
and crack initiation and propagation until fracture [37, 38], using a phenomenological deterioration algorithm.
Owing to the complexity of this behavior, the model parameters controlling component deterioration are associ-
ated with a relatively large degree of uncertainty [28]. This motivates the need to develop and use more realistic
physics-based models that explicitly simulate the dominant modes of deterioration. Efforts to calibrate the Ibarra-
Medina-Krawinkler hysteretic model, undertaken by Lignos and Krawinkler [28], used measurements from exper-
imental tests that employed cyclic loading protocols derived predominantly from short duration ground motions
[39]. Structural components are, however, expected to exhibit different hysteretic behavior under loading protocols
developed to simulate long duration ground motions [39–41]. The observation that structural collapse under long
duration ground motions occurs predominantly by the gradual, unidirectional ratcheting of drifts, also suggests
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(b) : Sa(1.64s) = 1.18g







(a) : Sa(1.64s) = 1.52g
Ratcheting interval = 18s
Figure 7: Smoothed time histories of the SDR at the fifth story, under the long duration ground motion from the 2011 Tohoku
(Japan) earthquake, recorded at the Kakunodate (AKT014) station, scaled to (d) its collapse intensity level: Sa(1.64s)= 0.76g,
and three higher intensity levels: (c) 0.96 g, (b) 1.18 g and (a) 1.52 g. The parts of the smoothed SDR time histories used to
compute the ratcheting interval are plotted in red. The original accelerogram, scaled by a factor of 5.00 (the scale factor used
during record selection), is plotted in (e).
that long duration cyclic loading protocols used to calibrate and validate analysis models should consider unsym-
metrical loading response. Hence, the applicability of the equations developed to predict median model parameters
as functions of member characteristics, when simulating structural response under long duration ground motions,
requires further investigation.
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